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The present study was conducted in frames of internship, organised jointly by            
Habidatum — an international company assisting urban planners, businesses and          
professional experts in understanding the hyper-dynamic urban environment, and         
Mathrioshka — studio of interactive design, art and architecture.  
 
This paper investigates patterns of spatio-temporal distribution of Londoners         
across the city using Twitter online social network. Twitter users were clustered            
based on their topics of discussion; cluster analysis was applied to 2 000 000              
Tweets from 200 000 unique users for the period from June 20, 2016 to July 10, 2016.                 
As twitter message has geographical coordinates and sending time, obtained          
clusters were visualised on a map to explore how communities occupy or share             
space throughout the day, what may provide a researcher with a basic            
understanding of citizens’ models of city consumption. 
 
To study spatio-temporal interactions of the whole groups of clusters          
simultaneously, a special tool was developed — it makes it possible to detect             
changes in discussion topics in a given location in a selected time period, what may               
help to reveal existing “overlaps” of uses, potential conflicts between groups or            
development opportunities for an area.  
 
The results of the present study may be used as an instrument for finding possible               
relationships and captivating spatio-temporal concentrations of different       
communities. Apart from some methodological limitations, it may become the          
beginning of more in-depth analysis of various communities' distribution and          
interaction patterns.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Social media is becoming a powerful source of information about public attitudes            
and preferences. A large number of posts on social networks that have text,             
location coordinates and are associated with particular users and places, can           
provide municipal authorities, developers, marketers, urban planners and        
researchers with valuable information in taking reasonable decisions in the field of            
urban development. The analysis of social trends and urban mobility patterns           
would help to improve the quality of services in urban areas. 
 
The research aims to study spatio-temporal distribution of people in London to see             
how various communities and people with similar interests use urban space. The            
focus was set on grouping Twitter users and studying their alternation and            
coexistence in time. Georeferenced Tweets are becoming of potential value in           
understanding the characteristics and daily movements of identified groups, as they           
provide observations that are not restricted to residences or workplaces and may            
become a useful analytical tool for businesses or government institutions. 
  
2. Stereotype Analysis 
 
In the present research stereotypes are understood as stable representations of the            
properties of a particular area in people’s minds. As a basis for the analysis was               
taken a media stereotype about each London borough — a media look on London’s              
urban space, a view from the outside, not personal but generalized opinion of a              
publisher.  
 
Special attention was paid to mental maps examining to find any stereotypes            
linked to certain locations in the city, but that approach turned out to be not               
effective as there are not many maps containing useful information on social            
groups’ spatial distribution. The positive result of the stereotype analysis is that            
received stereotypes are strongly differentiated between boroughs and can be          
distinguished on a very large scale of individual city districts. 
 
3. Cluster Analysis 
 
The research aims to find connections and distributions of various people groups            
and trace their spatio-temporal dynamics in the Greater London within it’s 33            
boroughs. Groups of people are clustered using Twitter, which is chosen to be the              
main study data source. Twitter users are clustered based on their interests, which             
are inferred via topic modelling technique, and 50 clusters representing different           
groups of users were obtained. Groups of clusters put on a map show that their               
spatial distribution is similar, but temporal differs — the vast majority of twitter             
posts are concentrated in the centre of London. It can be related to the fact that                
Inner London boroughs are diverse, most of financial districts and touristic           
attractions are located there. Figure 1 shows spatial distribution of cluster “Sport,            
football, golf”. 
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of Cluster “Sport: football, golf” 

 
 
Figure 2 shows that sports cluster is the most active from 12 to 18 PM, furthermore                
its activity triples during the weekends. June 24-26 as well as July 2-3 have a huge                
increase in posts — most likely that may be related to UEFA EURO 2016 Football               
championship as ⅛ and quarterfinal matches were held during indicated dates. 
 
Figure 2. Temporal distribution of Cluster “Sport: football, golf” 

 
Twitter clusters are exposed to ongoing events: either elections, sport competitions           
or concert of a famous artist, — everything may be reflected in Twitter and              
therefore significantly influence group’s activity throughout the day. Thus, Brexit          
having happened during the study’s time sample, shows a distinct pattern in its             
cluster — there is an increase in number of posts during the referendum (June 23,               
2016) and the following weekend with a mild drop the week after (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Temporal distribution of Cluster “Elections_Brexit” 

 
 
4. Spatio-Temporal Interactions 
 
Along with studying both spatial and temporal distribution of resulting user groups            
separately, the research goal was set to create a tool that provides an opportunity              
to analyze spatio-temporal interactions of several clusters simultaneously. The         
solution was found in comparing the change of discussion topics in a given location              
in a selected time period. 
 
At first, weekdays (Monday to Friday) were merged into a single ”average” day             
(measure needed to deal with the sparsity of data) and three time periods were              
determined:  

● Morning-Day (06:00 - 12:00); 
● Day-Night (12:00 - 17:00); 
● Night-Morning (17:00 - 06:00).  

 
To analyze spatio-temporal interactions between clusters a regular grid (1000 x           
1000 meters) was applied to the cluster’s distribution around the city. Generally, the             
spatio-temporal grid is a gradient and its centroids are coloured depending on how             
notable discussion topics change in relation to all other areas. At the same time, by               
combining three time period maps it is possible to identify “flickering” areas —             
intense colour change means significant change in groups distribution when faded           
colours indicate that the shift was negligible (Figure 4). 
 
Each cell of the grid has following attributes: 

● Latitude / Longitude in the central point; 
● Top 3 clusters that experience growth in discussed topics; 
● Top 3 clusters that experience decrease in discussed topics; 
● Value showing the character of the change (e.g. how significantly topics of            

discussion during the Day differ from those in the Morning).  
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Figure 4.  
Spatio-Temporal Grid and an example of attributes in a given cell in a selected time period 

 
 
Having examined maps of 3 predetermined time periods, two different approaches           
were chosen to analyze data on clusters’ interactions found using spatio-temporal           
grid. “Spatial-led” approach: the grid is examined to detect “flickering” areas. Each            
“flickering” cell tells about a place in the city that experiences certain changes in              
clusters’ distribution by showing those who “appeared” or “left” the area (according            
to the top 3 clusters being displayed). “Group-led” approach implies a selection and             
visualizing a certain cluster that may show unusual spatio-temporal distribution          
patterns and interactions with other groups.  
 
4.1. Spatio-Temporal Analysis 
 
Using “spatial-led” approach, the grid was analyzed to find London areas that            
experience considerable changes in clusters’ distribution. In the borough of          
Newham the dominance of cluster “Students, education” in the morning and in the             
evening was detected (Figure 5). Trying to trace the connection with the existing             
environment it was found that according to census Newham is the youngest            
borough; furthermore, a list of schools and universities are situated in the area             
including University of Eastern London and Newham College — and this is            
confirmed with the developed tool. 
 
Other clusters that neighbour students’ group are those associated with food,           
alcohol and foreign languages, what can be associated with proximity to diverse            
central areas and concentration of tourist activities. The results conclude that at            
different times of the day this place should meet needs of various groups. 
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Figure 5. Newham-Case (illustrates the points of review) 

 
 
At the same time, provocative intersections between clusters are not obvious and            
sometimes need to be found by plotting one or some clusters separately            
(“group-led” approach) — clusters “Malaysian Language” and “Turkish Language”         
were visualized. The resulting map showed an impressive distribution, the vast           
majority of selected clusters were found in the borough of Bromley on the outskirts              
of London (Figure 6). Discovered pattern may become the beginning of a deeper             
analysis of this district as there was no corresponding stereotype found about this             
London area, moreover, London census data says that it is one having more than 75               
% of White-British population.  
 
Figure 6. Bromley-Case (illustrates the points there ethnic minorities are concentrated) 

 
 
5. Results and Conclusions 
 
In the present study a tool to gain understanding of possible spatio-temporal            
relationships between social groups in the city was developed. It can either confirm             
the evident presence of some dominant community in the study area or, at the              
same time, detect something entirely unexpected and non-obvious there. Thus,          
using the spatio-temporal grid as an instrument for the analysis, researcher is able             
to find a number of intriguing distributions of different communities — how they             
interact, neighbour or change each other in space and time. Spatio-temporal grid            
allows to find and interpret not only certain cases, but also complex mechanisms             
and patterns of social groups’ interactions in a city. 
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